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Bionic Innovative Design of Pipeline Disinfection Robot Based on Biological Text
Information
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Abstract: The traditional bionic innovative design method relies

too much on the designer's own experience and inspiration, and

the design method could be limited by designer’s own thinking.

This paper presents a new bionic design method, proposing one

kind of special model for the engineering design problem,

through obtaining biological text information, after processing

and storage in the database, combined with engineering design

problems, obtains the corresponding bionic design prototype,

and generates the bionic design scheme through bio-engineering

mapping. This design method can effectively avoid trapping

designers into their own thinking, and this method is helpful for

the generation of innovative design scheme. Finally, the meta

design of innovative pipeline disinfection robot is shown as an

example to verify the feasibility of the method proposed in this

paper.

Keywords: Bionic design • Innovative design • TRIZ • Neural
language processing • Product modeling

1 Introduction

Bionic is committed to extracting biological information
from nature and applying it to the field of engineering and
technology design, which has great potential for
innovation and has left a great legacy in the history of
human civilization. Tan, et al.[1] proposed that the key
technologies in the current bionic innovation design area
can be divided into five areas: bio-knowledge
representation, bio-characteristic recombination,
bio-knowledge database construction, bio-technology
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implementation, and bio-inspired design. Bionics is a
science and technology that studies technology research
and development or product design in a way that imitates
biological systems, or has the characteristics of biological
systems, or works in a way similar to biological systems.
In the future, human beings can seek solutions to
engineering, medical treatment, ecology and other
problems from nature[2]. By analyzing biological
processes and using biological knowledge discovery to
solve product design problems in engineering, Fu pointed
out that an accurate understanding of biological principles
is the key to innovative product design[3]. An alternative
approach around the concept of trade offs is proposed by
Kruiper with the aim of incorporating biological contexts,
such as environmental characteristics, that might provide
information critical for the transmission of biological
information to engineering applications[4].
At present, the use of systematic methods of bionic

design is becoming mainstream, Gero[5] in 1990 firstly
proposed the use of the FBS(Function-Behavior-Structure)
method, to standardize the expression of natural species,
forming a mapping between the product and biological
prototype; Gu, et al.[6] created a functional analogy
between products and organisms for product design;
Umeda, et al.[7] propose a different
FBS(Function-Behavior-State) method; Prabhakar, et al.[8]
propose the SBF(Structure-Behavior-Function) method;
SAPPhIRE is an extending based on FBS[9], which is
designed to express in more natural language some
common characteristics of engineering and biology[10];
SAPPhIRE has been proven that it can be used to express
more complex biological systems and functions, and
creating mapping relationships[11]. Jia, et al.[12] proposed
an R-SBF model to integrate the principle, structure,
behavior and function of design knowledge. The relation
type of state is used to describe the information behavior
with the relation of "AND", "OR", "NOT", "ORDER",
"PARALLEL" and "FEEDBACK". Through studying the
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process of product bionic innovation design, Eliot, et al.[13]
transformed it into 9 criteria, and constructed a reference
frame. Through the implementation of these criteria, a
tool LINKAGE is proposed to support interdisciplinary
collaborative design.
One other approach is to combine TRIZ method with

bionics[14]. The TRIZ method was first proposed by
Altshuller[15], from which a large number of analysis of
existing invention patents, which summarizes the
potential laws of the product's invention. At the end of the
20th century, scholars pondered how to reduce cognitive
impairment of nature in product design activities using
bionic methods by combining TRIZ methods[16]. By
analyzing existing invention patents, Savransky using
TRIZ conflict matrix analysis of technical
contradictions[17]; By retrieving similar characteristics of
organisms for bionic product design, Vincent and others
also use the method of introducing TRIZ into bionic
design, the difference is that he maps TRIZ matrix to
BioTriz for the biological systems, analyzes product
technical contradictions, finds the corresponding
principles in BioTRIZ, and provides a more intuitive way
to find biological prototypes[18]; Abdala, et al.[19]
compared the advantages and disadvantages of TRIZ and
BioTRIZ in bionic product design, respectively, and
concluded that they were both good in performance and
have their own advantages. Huang, et al.[20] proposed the
transformation path from physical contradiction
expression to domain contradiction expression and a
bionic design system, which integrates the bionic design
process, optimization and verification, and integrates the
BioTRIZ, Taguchi and TOPSIS methods.
Combining the advantages of FBS with TRIZ and

introducing the concept of material flow, information flow,
and energy flow in information engineering, Nix, et al.[21]
re-divides the 39 engineering parameters in the TRIZ
conflict matrix according to functional relationship, and
proposes FB-TRIZ. Hmina, et al.[22] proposed SCTO
decomposition based on research by Nix, et al. for a given
product, sub-functional domains are sub-subdivided by
material flow, information flow, and energy flow. With the
improvement of computer hardware performance, some
computer-assisted bionic innovative design methods have
emerged. Trotta[23] established a semantic relationship
dictionary in response to the inefficiency of the traditional
FBS method, and developed the corresponding bionic
product design software using the ontology database as a
data storage method. Kozaki, et al.[24], combine
engineering and biology, and abstract functional
ontological entities, build corresponding ontological

databases for storage, and use SAPPhIRE as an
information retrieval language to find bio-prototypes, then
building a corresponding bionic design website.
AskNature biological knowledge platform provides a
network knowledge data platform for biological
information application[25]. Vincent, et al.[26]presented a
TRIZ-based knowledge base of biological effects.
Vandevenne has constructed a biological database for
designers to generate innovative ideas by searching for
biological knowledge related to design[27]. Based on the
BioTRIZ and SAPPhIRE causal model, Chakrabarti has
developed the IDEa-Inspphire software to systematically
search and retrieve natural and artificial strategies at
different levels[28].
In order to further promote the analysis of biological

solutions and cross-domain knowledge transfer,
Vandevenne et al. added a graphical description of the
principle of biological solutions based on the stimulation
format of the AskNature biological knowledge platform to
further improve the novelty[29]. Bionic MIR is an online
biological ontology database and biological information
capture system[30]. The website uses an improved
causality model based on SAPPhIRE to achieve matching
with the database through semantic extraction and
classification. Biomimetice-Hozo is an online biomimetic
retrieval website based on keywords and in-depth mining
and retrieval[31]. By selecting the function and the
corresponding biological range and setting the retrieval
depth, the user can obtain many retrieval results as well as
the graph that directly reflects the correlation between
each biological and the retrieval target. Based on the
combination with the engineering-biological thesaurus
and the mining algorithm of keywords by Hozo[32],
perform tree-based search and match of potential words
such as super-class words, subclass words, synonyms and
synonyms of biological engineering key words, thus will
have with the entered a common potential word of
biological engineering of key words to find and draw
several graph similarity assessment.
Considering the trends of bionic innovative design

including: systematic, integrated, and intelligent, this
paper introduces a method that combining the famous
TRIZ method into bionics as the base, introduces
technology of network texts crawling, local text
processing and other methods as an aid, then establishes
an engineering tree-base model and a mapping from it to
biological texts, then assisted by biological texts to
complete engineering design. The second chapter
introduces the systematic framework of the proposed
bionic innovative design method, the third chapter
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introduces the implementation of the specific details of
the scheme, the fourth chapter illustrates the use of the
scheme with the design of innovative pipeline disinfection
robot as an example, and the fifth chapter summarizes the
proposed bionic innovation scheme.

2 Framework of method

Figure 1 shows the framework of the bionic innovative
design method, which consists of three parts: product
design module, bio-database, engineering-biology mapping
middleware.

Figure 1 Framework of biology innovation design method

2.1 Product design module
According to customer demand or research objectives,
designer firstly modeling the product with tree-base model;
then analysis whether there are contradictions between
nodes layer by layer, according to the TRIZ conflict matrix;
through the engineering conflict pairs and user-defined
keywords, indexing the biological text database; according
to the results of the indexing, and then make the scheme
mapping from biological text to engineering tree-base
model; After artificial filtering, the existing product model
been modified, then if current product still exist conflict,
continue the next round of biological text database indexing,
until there is no conflict in product.

2.2 Biological text database
In order to manage the vast amount of biological text
information, a database must be established for storing
biological data. Because of the biological text usually
shows the ground true of knowledge, the database could

long-term be maintained and used in a local area network
or offline state environment, when need to update
biological text in database, then connecting to the Internet
or enter by experts, then make text normalization
processing. Through the open network environment or
experts, professional book entry and other ways, it could be
easy to obtain a large number of biological text, through
neural networks and text cleaning, meaningless statements
and words in the text been filtered and rejected, and train a
word part-of-speech model to tagging text word, and finally
get the normalized biological text in database. According to
the user's given search keywords, the biological text index

to the database is carried out, and the similarity score of
indexing is calculated according to the TF-IDF algorithm,
so as to sort the biological text in the database output to the
user and complete the retrieval.

2.3 Engineering-Biology mapping middleware
Engineering-Biology mapping middleware in the bionic
design scheme is represented as the mapping relationship
between the leaf node of engineering tree-base model and
the verbs and nouns in the normalized biological text
statement. Here, a neural network model based on word
embedding scheme is used to quantify text words and
provide the basis for the calculation of similarity between
words. The mapping middleware consists of two parts: (1)
The mapping from engineering to biology. The search
keywords entered by the user are expanded by synonyms
and near-meaning words, to boost the robustness of
database indexing, and expanding the indexing range, dig
the potential information of keywords, and the text data in
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the database is fully utilized; (2) The mapping from biology
to engineering. By calculating the similarity between the
corresponding keywords and the keywords of the product
tree-base model in the biological text, the biological text is
mapped into a series of operations on the tree-base model
of the engineering product.

3 Theory, methodology and technical
solutions

3.1 Biological text acquisition and normalized storage
Extracting web source code to obtain a series of
biological text information in a network environment, as a
follow-up bionic innovative design process to provide
sufficient initial text data. Biological text obtained from
different sources often contains a small number of
statements that are not related to actual biological
information, as well as a large number of meaningless
false words, strange words, which can affect the accuracy
of subsequent text mapping, so these statements need to
be filtered. For effectively labeling the subsequent verbs
and nouns, the use of the corresponding effective
algorithm is needed to learn the specific material
information, to achieve the purpose of the massive
biological text for the effective labeling. Because of the
large amount of text in the biological text database, it is
not advisable to extract bio-related statements manually. A
vectorized representation of biological text method is
referenced, which is based on the Skip-Thought[33]
model, and for the given biological text, filter the
statements represented by the outlier vector.
Skip-Thought uses the GRU layer as the backbone in

network of the training model. Given the statement of
biological text as input, and the upper and lower sentences
of the statement are used as output for the training of
intermediate-layer parameters. The output label for the
training is represented by the formula (1):

yi = t logP wi+1
t wi+1

<t ,hi� + t logP wi−1
t wi−1

<t ,hi� (1)

While wi+1
t is the t-th word in the i+1-th sentence,

wi−1
t is the t-th word in the i-1-th sentence, wi+1

<t is the
words before t-th in the i+1-th sentence, wi−1

<t is the
words before t-th in the i-1-th sentence, hi is the hidden
state of the i-th sentence.
For a large number of meaningless words and

unfamiliar words, using threshold to filter the words with
too low or too high occurrence frequency. For the reason
not to interfere with subsequent training of word-labeling
of text, these words are not deleted, and they are

automatically blocked when indexing words.

3.2 Part-of-speech labeling model
In order to label words in a mess of biological text, a
neural network structure stacked with biLSTM layer and
CRF layer is used to train with the labeled Coll2000
corpus. LSTM(Long Short-Term Memory) is a neural
network structural model that considers the positional
relationship between the front and back of the current
sample. I.e. consider there is strict timing relationship
between the input samples xt t ∈
S, where S is the sample space . Set input sample in
moment t as xt , statement as ht , forgotten function as ft ,
memory function as it, output function as ot. Set k as the
maximum memory depth of the LSTM algorithm, then
separately calculate ft ht−k, ht−k+1,⋯,ht−1,xt ,
it ht−k, ht−k+1,⋯,ht−1,xt , ot ht−k, ht−k+1,⋯,ht−1,xt at
moment t, to determine the forgotten, memory, and output
states of the input model on moment t respectively. The
LSTM model is used separately for the given sample and
stitched together a combined model called bi-Long
Short-Term Memory. Figure 2 shows the structure
diagram of the biLSTM model.
In actual natural language text, since there are relatively

fixed order rules among nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
etc., the word-based labels generated by the biLSTM
network do not completely satisfy these grammatical rules,
so a CRF (Random Conditional Field) layer is added after
the biLSTM layer to make the order of word-based labels
as much as possible to meet the actual grammatical rules
and make the labels prediction more accurate. CRF
attempts to model the conditional probability of multiple
variables after a given observation, with x = x1,x2,⋯,xn
as the observation sequence, and y = y1,y2,⋯,yn as the
corresponding part-of-speech tagging sequence, then the
target of the conditional random field is to build the
corresponding probability model P y x , while x and y
correspond to the observed sequence of tagging labels and
the grammatical rules based tagging to be labeled.

Figure 2 Model structure of biLSTM
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To sum up, the whole part-of-speech tagging model
using word vectors as inputs, and a series of
part-of-speech tag labels are obtained. Finally, the
biological text is stored in the biological text database
together with the corresponding labels. If someone needs
the biological text to be expanded, word labels could be
quickly accessed according to the trained neural network
model.

3.3 Engineering tree-base model
To fully exploit the potential information in the biological
text, the mapping between products and organisms from a
single level is not comprehensive, so a multi-level
mapping scheme is needed. In order to construct the
mapping relationship between engineering tree-base
model and biological text, and to consider the hierarchy
and expansion of the tree model structure itself, and the
goal clarity of TRIZ conflict matrix to guide the
contradiction of product engineering parameters, a
engineering model representation scheme that combines
TRIZ with tree model is proposed.
By the actual needs or existing schemes, from the

aspect of function, principle, behavior and structure,
generate nodes layer-by-layer and add word description as
the properties of nodes. After creating several nodes to
describe engineering needs and schemes, considering if
existing TRIZ engineering contradictions to be avoid or
overcome among nodes, record all TRIZ engineering
contradiction pairs, then complete the product
initialization modeling. At the same time, in practice,
because all nodes in the tree model have their unique
identity of the location, users can easily point out each
node for subsequent operations. By the known
contradictions in the model, compared with the TRIZ
conflict matrix, a corresponding series of invention
principles are obtained, which are mapped to a series of
biological texts by the engineering-biology mapping
middleware. Figure 3 shows an example of the
engineering tree-base model.

Figure 3 Engineering tree-base model

3.4 Engineering-biology mapping
The mapping between engineering and biology can be
further divided into two parts: (1) Mapping of engineering
tree-base model to biological texts; (2) Mapping of
biological texts to engineering tree-base model. In order
to establish a mapping relationship between two different
domains, Word2Vec model[34] is used as the middleware.
Before describe how the two parts of information are
represented by middleware, let's briefly describe the
principles of the Word2Vec model used in both parts.
For a given batch of corpus, select n words in it, and

assign each word to a own dimension, assigned a vector
dimension, thus the vector could be represented as the
word vector like �1,�2,⋯,��−1,�� � , the word ��
could be represented as �� �� � = 0,0,⋯0,1,0,⋯,0,0 � , that
is:

�� =
1, � = �
0, � ≠ � (2)

This word encoding method is called One-Hot
Encoding. Word2Vec is one kind of neural network model
using word embedding method to represent word as
vectors. In Word2Vec model, thought the embedding
matrix, all vectors could be mapped from
high-dimensional word vectors to low-dimensional vector.
Word2Vec model uses the word vector encoded by
One-Hot Encoding as input and get output, through the
hidden layer in the neural network structure to assign
low-dimensional vector weights. The Word2Vec model
could be subsequently divided into CBOW model and
Skip-Gram model according to the differentiate format of
input. CBOW model uses the context word of a feature
word as input, the feature word as the output, and
Skip-Gram, as contrary, uses the feature word as input,
and the context word of the feature word as the output.
The Skip-Gram model is generally used when giving a
large object of material as a training object.
By construct a middleware based on word2Vec model,

a series of text words in different knowledge area of
engineering and biology, are embedded in the same spatial
domain, allowing to calculate the similarity between two
different words by using cosine distance measure.

3.4.1 Mapping of engineering tree-base model to
biological texts
TRIZ invention principle only include 40 keywords, if
user indexing the biological database only by the
invention principle keywords determined by TRIZ
conflict matrix, only a very small part of the biological
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text can be retrieved, and because such kind of indexing
haven’t consider the near synonyms of words, it is
difficult to accurately express the intention from user
input keywords. In order to eliminate the ambiguity of
information indexing, extending the semantics of
keywords can effectively solve this problem, so the
vocabulary of the original 40 invention principles is
expanded using the Word2Vec model, and the n keywords
with the cosine distance calculate smaller than threshold d
among words are selected as the addition of indexing
keywords. Similarity threshold d is a user-defined value,
it could be adjusted by subsequent scenario testing
phases.
Because each word appears consequence are differ in

the entire biological text database, use the TF-IDF
(Term-Inverse Document Frequency) algorithm, taking
frequency of the search term appearing in a given
biological text and the frequency into account, and giving
a rating score. The specific formula is:

�体�,� =
��,�

���,��
(3)

��体� = �ў �
�′��∈��

(4)

�体��体�,� = �体�,� � ��体� (5)

Where i represent a text in the whole document set, j
represent the first statistical word that appears in the
whole document set, k is the number of word appears in
the text, D is the total number of documents, ti is the
total number of text containing the specified word, and dj
is the domain of all documents containing word j. From
the engineering tree-base model to the biological text, a
series of keywords of user input S been mapped as
synonyms, near-meaning words set V. The factors
affecting engineering product design can not be fully
expressed by the given four aspect of function, principle,
behavior, structure, in the processing of biological text
indexing, user can add a series of custom keywords
according to their own experience, or external objective
environmental factors. We modified the traditional
TF-IDF as formula (6) to (10) show.

�体�, �,� =
��, �,�

���, �,��
,� ∈ �, � ∈ � (6)

��体� = �ў �
�′��∈� �,�

,� ∈ �, � ∈ � (7)

�体��体�, �,� = �体�, �,� � ��体�,� ∈ �, � ∈ � (8)

�体��体 �,� = �,� �体��体�, �,��

� , �
,� ∈ �, � ∈ � (9)

�体��体 = ���体��体� + ���体��体� (10)

Where W,C ∈ V , W is an expansion set of a
collection of keywords for invention principle, C is a user
custom keyword expansion collection, w is the invention
principle keyword in set W, c is the user custom keyword
set in C, respectively, wt and wc are the search weights
of the invention principle keywords and user custom
keywords.

3.4.2 Mapping of biological texts to engineering
tree-base model
By retrieving the verbs and nouns in the biological text,
through the engineering-biology mapping middleware, the
formation of “verbs-operation”, “nouns-model” node
mapping pair is obtained, user can refer to their own
experience to get series of “verbs-operation” and
“nouns-model” node mapping pair after filter by user,
then make varies operation on the selected operators and
nodes. The model operator is divided into:
(1) Increase: add one or more child nodes to a node;
(2) Delete: delete an existing node;
(3) Modify: change the properties of a node;
(4) Split: split a node into two or more child nodes with a
common parent node;
(5) Merge: merge two or more children with a common
parent node into one child node.
After each revision of the model, re-evaluate whether

still exist contradictions that need to be avoided or
overcome, and if so, continue to indexing the biological
text, further modify the model, otherwise complete the
initial modeling scheme of the engineering product, and
carry out subsequent design steps.
All verbs input from biological text are set to V, all

nouns are set to N, the property collection of leaf nodes in
the engineering tree-base model is A, and the operators
group on the engineering tree-base model is O. Thus the
representation by the mapping of the biological text to the
engineering tree-base model are OV  and AN  .
Set biological text verbs, biological text nouns,
engineering tree-base model nodes, and operators are v, n,
a, o, use Word2Vec model to calculate the Cartesian
product between V and O, N and A, to form a map of

 AaOoNnVvanovP iiiiiiii  ,,,|, , and
calculate cosine similarity between words.
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simvo = i vi�oi�

i vi
2� � i oi

2�
,v ∈ V, o ∈ O (11)

simna = i ni�ai�

ini
2� � i ai

2�
,n ∈ N, a ∈ A (12)

Where simvo and simna are respectively the
similarity between the verb v and the operator o, the noun
n and the leaf node attribute a, and i is a dimension of the
word vector. Through similarity sorting, the engineering
tree-base tree model is modified and the design model is
completed.

4 Example

Based on methods supported, we programming and then
make a desktop user interface, called “QBioDesign”, as
shown in figure 4. In order to verify the effectiveness of
the innovative design method of bionics proposed in this
paper, the design process is explained by the example of
innovative pipeline disinfection robot design.

Figure 4 Initial program interface of “QBioDesign”

Pipeline disinfection robot is a kind of machine that can
automatically walk along the inside or outside of small
pipelines, carry one or more sensors and disinfection and
cleaning machinery, performing a series of pipeline
disinfection and cleaning operations under the remote
operation of human beings or controlled under the
computer programs. Such kind of robots have wide range
of application in scenarios such as epidemic prevention
and control, in addition to pipeline disinfection and
cleaning, it can also be used for spraying, camera
inspection, harsh environment survey, etc.

4.1 Product modeling and contradiction analysis
Now from the perspective including function, principle,
behavior, structure to create the initial design product

tree-base model. Considering that the model innovation
design should be diverse, for ensuring the complete
description of the basic needs of the product, we should
try to avoid adding additional model nodes to restrict the
freedom of innovative design.
The basic function of the current designed pipeline

disinfection robot is the function of carry one or more
sensors and disinfection and cleaning machinery, thus we
add “carry” as a child node of “function”; from the
perspective of principle, there is not strictly technical
requirements for the pipeline disinfection robot to be
designed, so adding none node as the child of “principle”;
the basic behave of pipeline disinfection robot is moving,
so we add node “move” as a child node of “behavior”; for
moving in the small pipeline, the basic structure of the
current pipeline disinfection robot is flexibility, so add
node “flexibility” as child nodes of “structure”.
The currently made engineering tree-base model could

be used to represent the basic function, principle, behavior,
and structure of a pipeline disinfection robot. Now
consider whether there exist contradictions in engineering
parameters from the perspective of the product design.
Since the pipeline disinfection robot is designed for
working in various narrow environments, and we should
keep robot working reliable and avoid breaking down, but
unwell to make robot becoming slowly after modifying to
be more reliable while moving, corresponding to TRIZ’s
39 engineering parameters, the product have a pair of
contradiction between orient of “reliability” and keep
“speed” of node “move”, then refer to the TRIZ conflict
matrix, four invention principles including “skip”,
“change”, “pre-cushioning” and “substitution” could be
obtained; to that pipeline disinfection robot keeping
flexible to working on harsh environments, and the
stability of robot must be an important part for designing,
on the other hand, we would not want to increase volume
of robot, which will make it hard to put into pipeline, thus
we add a pair of contradiction, for orient “stability” and
keep “volume of moving object” of node “flexibility”,
refer to the TRIZ conflict matrix, four invention principles
including “substitution”, “pre-action”, “periodic” and
“inert” could be obtained. When the pipeline disinfection
robot works, it is necessary to clean different pipe dirt and
disinfect the pipeline after cleaning. Therefore, we must
keep the robot's ability to adapt to the changes of external
working environment and its versatility in different
environments. On the other hand, it will make the shape
design of the robot’s disinfection part more difficult, thus
we add a pair of contradiction, for orient “adaptability and
versatility” and keep “shape” of node “carry”, refer to the

file:///D:/%E6%9C%89%E9%81%93%E8%AF%8D%E5%85%B8/Dict/8.9.6.0/resultui/html/index.html
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TRIZ conflict matrix, four invention principles including
“dynamics”, “thermal expansion”, “segmentation” and
“counterweight” could be obtained. The responding user
interface is shown in Figure 5, there is no need to refer to
the TRIZ conflict matrix, the program can automatically
transform the engineering contradiction keywords into the
corresponding invention principles and a series of
synonyms of these keywords, near-meaning words as
search terms.

Figure 5 Creating tree model and config contradictions

4.2 Custom keywords and results
Before performing a biological text indexing, user can set
up custom keywords to assist in searching based on specific
engineering issues. According to the design of the pipeline
disinfection robot must concern about fitting various work,
here artificially add custom keyword“multi-function”, and
assign the search weight of engineering contradiction and
custom keyword as 1:1, then we indexing into the
biological text database at the backend of this program,
figure 6 shows the relative interface.

Figure 6 Initialized tree model of novel table lamp design

According to the indexing result, the top three
corresponding search result of biological texts matched
much more than other biological texts, which is

“earthworm”, “octopus”, “African elephant”, “sperm
whale” and “cat”. For these biological texts, software can
extract verbs and noun for each sentence. Through artificial
filter, extract the specific statement information, and form a
"verb-operation" and "noun-node" mapping relationship,
modify the engineering tree-base model base on these
relationship. According to the selected sentences, the
program automatically generates verbs and nouns in the
verb-noun form phrase, calculates the word similarity of
the verb and the tree-base model operator, and the word
similarity between the noun and the node, then transforms
the operator and node with the most similar kind of
biological text verb and noun into the modification of the
engineering conceptual model. Figure 7 shows three
indexed species. Step of picking pair based on word
similarity is shown as figure 8. All texts statement and
selected mapping words after filtered are shown in Table 1
.

Figure 7 Biological species through indexing

Figure 8 Mapping similarity of nouns and verbs
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Table 1 Mapping result of biological text keywords

4.3 Design scheme

Figure 9 Summary of choose result

Figure 9 shows the summary information after we choose
some pair of words. Innovated by earthworm which has
strong adaptability existing in the deep earth because of its
segments like body, the pipeline disinfection robot is
consider to relatively divided into separate parts to adapt
the various environments of working situations, thus we
add node“parts”as child node of“flexibility”; innovated
by the octopus which has suckers to anchor under deep sea
for supplying strong stretch, considering to make a new
moving component supping more adsorption, a node as
“suck” is added as child node of “move”; innovated by
African elephant which has cushions under foot, as
chambers to decrease the total press, thus we add a child
node“buffer” under“move”; innovated by sperm whale
which has blowholes to spray air out of its lungs, and
together with some water that has accumulated in the vent,

in order to breath on the water, a node as“spray” is added
as child node of “ carry” ; innovated by cat which has
tongue to lick wound and coat saliva on wounds which can
clean wound, kill bacteria, inhibit infection and promote
healing, and acts as a natural disinfectant, thus we add a
child node “coat” under “carry”.
Then, we carry out bionic innovation design according to

the modified engineering tree-based model. For the node
“parts”, in order to work flexibly in a variety of pipes, the
robot body consists of multiple parts, which are connected
by universal joints and can be combined or replaced
according to the actual task. For the node“suck”, when the
robot moves in the pipeline, it adopts a spatial drive wheel
drive to maintain the stability of the robot's alternate work
in a complex environment; the holding part is always
attached to the pipe wall to adapt to changes in pipe
diameter and to keep the robot moving in the pipeline
attitude. For the node “buffer”, due to the different size of
the pipe radius, in order to reduce the pressure between the
robot and the pipe, each part uses a spring damping device,
which increases the reliability of the robot, has the
buffering and damping effect, and avoids excessive impact
damage to the body. For custom keyword“multi-function”,
different functional parts can be replaced, coupled through
universal joint (disinfection and cleaning machinery,
camera, lighting, sensors, etc.).
From the child nodes "coat" and "spray" under the

"carry" node, we generated two design schemes for the
disinfecting part. For the node“coat”, the disinfection part
contains a disinfectant container, a spongy brush and a
check valve. The flow direction of the disinfectant is

Specie Sentence Verb Noun Node
Earth worm From front to back, the basic shape of the earthworm is a cylindrical

tube-in-a-tube, divided into a series of segments that compartmentalize
the body.

divided segments flexibility

Octopus The interior surfaces of the arms are covered with circular, adhesive
suckers. The suckers allow the octopus to anchor itself or to manipulate
objects.

anchor suckers move

African elephant The cushions consist of sheets or strands of fibrous connective tissue
forming larger metacarpal and digital compartments and smaller
chambers which were filled with adipose tissue.

forming chambers move

Sperm whale When sperm whales come to the surface to breathe, they force air out
of their lungs through blowholes, combined with some of the water that
has accumulated in the vents, makes the air appear at a distance like a
sharp white column of water.

spout blowholes carry

Cat The "lysozyme" in the cats’ saliva is rich, when accidental trauma, they
will use their own tongue to lick wound, and saliva acts as a natural
"disinfectant ".

lick tongue carry
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controlled through a check valve in the container. After
wetting the brush, the disinfectant is coated on the wall of
the pipeline to complete the disinfection and cleaning work
at the same time. For the node “spray”, the disinfection
part of the robot is composed of a brush, a disinfectant
container and a sprayer. After the robot uses the brush to
clean the pipeline, the sprayer behind the brush will spray
the disinfectant from the container onto the wall of the
pipeline to complete the disinfection. Figure 10 shows the
schematic diagram of the two schemes. Because the
scheme of coating disinfectant will complete the cleaning
and disinfection work at the same time, the wall of pipeline
has not been thoroughly cleaned, which will reduce the
effect of cleaning and disinfection work; on the other hand,
disinfectant will be mixed with dirt to be taken away, which
will cause waste of disinfectant and decrease the efficiency
of disinfection work. So we use the scheme of spraying
disinfectant, and figure 11 is the innovative pipeline
disinfection robot designed according to bionic design
method proposed.

(a) The disinfection part designed by the “coat” node;
1-Check valve; 2-Disinfectant container; 3-Cleaning brush

(b) The disinfection part designed by the “spray” node;
1-Cleaning brush; 2-Sprayer; 3-Disinfectant container

Figure 10 The schematic diagram of two design schemes of the
disinfecting part

(a) Two dimensional structure
a-The moving part; b-The holding part; c-The disinfection part
1-Lead screw; 2-Adjusting nut; 3-Electromagnetic clutch;

4-Synchronous belt transmission pair; 5-Bevel gear pair; 6-Gear pair;
7-Body shell; 8-Reducer; 9-Motor; 10-Spring damping device;

11-Universal joint; 12-Brush base; 13-Disinfectant container; 14-Sprayer;
15-Cleaning brush

(b) Three dimensional structure

Figure 11 Novel pipeline disinfection robot based on earthworm,
octopus, African elephant, sperm whale and cat mapping solution

Figure 12 is the schematic diagram of other parts of the
bionic pipeline disinfection robot, including the moving
part and the holding part. Recheck whether the engineering
contradictions have been resolved. Regarding the
contradiction pair between orient of“reliability” and keep

“speed” of node “move”, the part structure is adopted,
and the parts are coupled by universal joints to ensure the
flexibility of the robot while minimizing the space
occupation of the robot; Regarding the contradiction pair
between orient “stability” and keep “volume of moving
object”of node“flexibility”, the moving part is driven by
a space wheel, and the holding part is added to adapt to the
change of pipe diameter and maintain the movement
posture of the robot in the pipeline. Springs are used in
each part, the damping device achieves the effect of
cushioning and damping, maintaining the reliability of the
robot's motion while also maintaining a certain moving

1

3

2

1

2

3
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speed. Regarding the contradiction pair between orient
“adaptability and versatility” and keep “shape” of node
“ carry” , in order to be able to finish the cleaning and
disinfection work, the disinfection part uses the scheme of
spraying disinfectant, the overall structure is round, and the
spring damping device is added, which can not only adapt
to the constant changes of the external environment, but the
structure is also relatively simple and compact. For custom
keyword“multi-function”, the robot can not only carry the
disinfection part to complete the pipeline disinfection and
cleaning work, but also can replace different functional
parts to complete other tasks such as spraying, camera
inspection and harsh environment survey.

(a) The moving part (b) The holding part
Figure 12 The moving part and the holding part of the novel
pipeline disinfection robot

When the pipeline disinfection robot works, the moving
part sends the body into the pipeline, and measures the
distance between the robot and the pipeline wall through
the position sensor. The feedback is sent to the CPU to
control the robot to enter, exit and turn in the pipeline. In
this process, the holding part always plays the role of
adapting to the change of pipe diameter and maintaining
the motion posture of the robot. In addition to the
disinfectant container, brush and sprayer, the disinfectant
part also has a capacity sensor located in the container. The
disinfectant part first uses the brush to clean the dirt on the
pipeline wall, and then the sprayer located in the rear spits
out disinfectant to disinfect the pipe. After the disinfectant
is used up, the capacity sensor will send feedback to the
CPU to make the robot exit the pipe and carry out the
disinfectant loading. So far, the meta design of the product
has been completed, and the subsequent parameter
optimization can be carried out under different actual use
conditions.

5 Conclusions

(1) The innovative bionic design method based on
biological text information is proposed in this paper, by
storing biological text information obtained from

various sources into the biological text database, and
proposing one kind engineering productions
description model based on TRIZ conflict matrix, this
method also provides designers with more
comprehensive bionic design resources, reduces the
need for designers’ own knowledge about the domain
of biology, and guides designers make bionic product
design through engineering-biology mapping.

(2) This method fully respect on the designer’s own
judgment and experience, ensures the full freedom of
product design, designers modify the tree-base model
based on filtering nouns, verbs from several biological
text.

(3) The effectiveness of this design method is illustrated by
the example of innovative pipeline disinfection robot
design. From the example, it shows that the innovative
design method of bionic proposed in this paper can
make the innovate product design efficiency. The
follow-up will further study ways to improve design
efficiency and add text data from different languages to
increase the robustness of the method.
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